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Introduction

Sediment discharge rates from low-order stream channels are not constant. Water

eH!ff!
t orts some material at regular discharge rates, while a large percentage becomes

trapped in the channel. This stored material is then released in mass during infrequent

debris flows events. Characterizing how much sediment accumulates in a channel over

time is key to understanding debris flow cycles and their impacts on surrounding V"

landscapes and biotic systems.

Debris flow impacts depend on flow frequency and on material volume because

both parameters influence geologic and biologic changes in the channel and at the

deposition sites. Many studies have examined factors affecting debris flow frequency,

including landscape characteristicfs'J~~bedrock type and channel slope, as well as hillslope

'\1Ji~l~ "
\YSaklI'-' due to land management (Snyder 2000, Swanson and Dyrness 1975, Sidel et a!.

1985). Few studies have researched the rate at which channels refill with material and

factors influencing that rate. Wood volume is expected to significantly influence

sediment accumulation in low-order streams by acting as an obstruction where other



1~~h he!
This study ~Il~ Ie tttlttMtoifyfill rates in 1st and 2nd order stream channels tha~,

(j-J:fA J
have experienced debris flows in and near the HJ Andrews Experimental Foresxn the

Western Cascades, Oregon. Specific objectives of the study are to:

1) Determine rates of wood and sediment accumulation in debris flow-scoured

low-order stream channels, and

2) Identify primary factors influencing accumulation rates, quantitatively and

, ,

C~it~ r of- tt la~, I~,CQQgi0tLlloi}'-<u1taa similar study in the Oregon Coast Range~ay and Gresswell~003).
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The study was conducted~Utower elevations. I
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crft1NNt!V ~
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~st and ~two additional sites within two miles of the Forest boundary. The sites

were 1st or 2ndorder headwaterstreamsas defined by the IIJ A~ ~ Interactiv~Map
&,b."'\~ -'TI&-\J

and corrected for observed tributaries in the field. Surveys were made in~cour zones,

meaning that the last -8~~"'~!W scoured the channel down to bedrock in tluih'c:~di~o~b,
VettCJ,.e( c

_'~dla ~l. t\,",~d ~f
C~fJv"'"

~eJr'o c.~
~ geology of the study area is lava flow and clastic volcanic bedrock (Swanson

J\ /. (
'

and Frederickson 1982). The .?_~~~!~!y is primarily Douglass Fir (~uciot~~.~,~,:.'--Tr~'c \

menziesii),westernhemloc~uga
~~Yl~

and other cOnife;;;;;""d a few

deciduousspeciessuch as red afdefI1\Inusrubra)

~
ha

.

often recolonize the scoured

channels. "
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The stream channels' this region experience debris flows with increased

frequ cy relative to higher elevatio (Swanson and Dyrness 1975). The dates of their last

debris flows have heen documented by direct observation o~:iorical notes and photographs

(Snyder 2000). This study included channels with the latest debris flows occurring in 1996

~
or 1964, two years accounting for more than 75% of all debris flows in the forest over the

fl

last 60 years (Snyder 2000). The abundance of debris flows in these years provided ample

channels to study. In addition to those scoured by 1996 and 1964 flows, two channels were

cI
included that have not experienced a debris- flow during ta8 r8MHI ef the last century. The

time since the last debris flow at these sites was approximated to 250 years. I These three
(,~'�") ci'1 \,'-')

different ages of 11
~

43, and 250 years since the channels' last flushing event/allow the study
A

~ Me rri4.-~t~hc 7
sites to represent different points in time ",h.m. 's recovery process. t2-tft..'l J'))

,
( ~ttBL~ l '\The majority of the channels surveyed (7 of 9) were in unmanaged forested areas. . I C')

InJ}'t.(~
These forested regions were prioritized because their characteristics would indicate the

background rate of accumulation in a natural environment. Two channels surrounded by

plantations were also surveyed. These areas were clear cut, burned, and replanted in the

1950's. One such channel's most recent debris flow was in 1964 and the other's was in 1996.

Plantations and natural forests may yield different channel refill rates because of varying

amounts of wood input. This study focused on channel recovery in natural forests but could

be expanded with more plantation sites to compare rates in different management

environments.

I Trees growing along the lower banks of the channel and assumed to have seeded since the last debris flow
can be used to assess the time since that event. Using a tree core, a Douglass Fir was estimated at 140
years in one channel, and a cedar was estimated at 95 years in the other. These ages represent minimum
time since debris flow, and the last flows could have been as long ago as 1,000 years.
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Methods

The study used a space-for-time representation of wood and sediment

accumulation in stream channels after debris flOy Volumes of wood and sediment were

measured by methods specified below to quantify the increase in material over a known

number of years.

Multiple channels with the same date of last debris flow were chosen to account

I(11 (ec.c~,,) ~ "-€ '.

for variations among channelr?!the £a~ age. Three channels from 1996, two from
f\

1964, and two from older flows, all of which exist in natural forest areas were selected

from records of debris flow history il'f't~tJ ~i~ FUIC;~t:-In addition,twoplantation

sites, one from a 1996 debris flow and one from a 1964 flow were surveyed.

Once channels were selected, identification of scour zones was made based on

channel gradient and exposed bedrock. The bottom of each survey zone was chosen as a

location where gradient exceeded 15% or where long exposures of bedrock were
h '

~p~ ,(. (OC4 0.1'.

~
tfrv observed. In some cases, deposits from the last debris flow remained iRt~1 ";'l~RV-~

'-.Ol'
~

r"""'"
r/ ;.-etfYj fb

~ \ {\ . ti-A'j
o1\t:,.I --- '--"" n MEr {<., '~!~e sc~~:~~n.i~he~ were also located out ofrange ofr?ad influenc~("((lJt;a~l.

~ ~1B1kt'.~~~~Y p~' f19M.>'OITI (.eII1. 7 J'" -f"... ~JJ 1"0"dJ

3
Sif~)~ -~""~ survey,was couducted in 10m sections of channel length in order to observe

"()oi'Jbv' a(~, ~
Wfjl'(.

local variation~channel reaches. .~)I .. vf<.IQjp 15 con!.ecutive sections;pas

~y ~C:""CJ
measured, totaling between 100m and 150~ in order to average out local variations and

I t\ ekt'" fYct t1 ~(.j
"capture channel trends. A minimum of 10 sections were surveyed. In some cases, high

"-
variability along the channel called for extending the survey to improve the sample's

representative validity.
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The following.Jtems were measured and recorded in each lam section of channel.

,,--

Channelwidth: taken as the distance from one side bank to the other at {}eight of ')?
about 5m.C{\o~ ['WtVlflt( jILl.de. (?)

Streambed width: the relatively flat region over which water flowed. (t1ci)v<T Cf1~.1I1lj)

.

.

. Channel slope: measured with an Impulse laser.
\/01.--<

. Wood~n the channel at least O.2m in diameter and 2m in length: average diameter

and average length in the channel were measured to calculate volume as a

cylinder; in cases where wood was not cylindrical, a cross-sectional area was

measured instead of diameter; wood entirely suspended more than 2m above the

channel was not counted.

~JtM€
. Sediment accumulations at least O.5m in length and width and at least O.lm deep:

{\

average length, width, and depth were measured, and volume was calculated as a

rectangular solid. When sediment formed terraces with a relatively flat surface

but sloping bedrock base, volume of the wedge shape was calculated using the

average depth assuming constant bedrock slope. Sediment refers to regolith

transported by the stream. It excludes organic material from the sideslopes and

.lJ0P'
boulders larger than 1m across. Si~pe input or hillslope volume remaining in

the channel was approximated separately. Where sediment mixed evenly with

organic sideslope material in accumulations, volumes were approximated to be

half sediment, half hillslope. Each sediment accumulation was also characterized

by the size of its pebbles as observed on the surface. Lastly, the object(s) or

-I-(apri~~
feature(s)~Mtch sediment accumulation were identified.
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Sediment Versus Wood Volume in Debris Flow Channels
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. Other notes: the percent of streambed covered by large wood (>O.2mdiameter

and >2m length), small wood (wood less than measurable threshold size),
~\-I\ ~ ! . ~ '? ~

sediment, exposed bedrock, an~ther material was approximate~ Finally,
{\

~ .~~y
~1WII~ observations were noted tb~ p8Q.characterize the channel environment,

including size of the largest trees in the channel, evidence of sideslope fai)ures

Cv.~1 oi,il oN
after the last debris flow, and de~criptiQR.gQftktt sideslop~~

Results

~&-"
f'Xp8cte, lumes of both wood and sediment are lowest in the channels that

were most recently scoured (1996) and highest in channels with the longest time since a

debris flow (before 1964). Because older scour zones exhibit more of both wood and

sediment than ~'b~es, there is an observable correlation between the volume of

sediment in a channel and the volume of wood in the channel (See Figure 1). While the

sample number is too small to allow credible statistical analysis, there does appear to be a

non-linear relationship between wood and sediment volume: doubling wood volume

corresponds to more than a doubling of sediment volume.

Figure 1.

c/hSe2.-
..- ""--i)ti\vj\.?( ,-

I
DJ\J
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The rate of wood and sediment accumulation in the study area can be calculated

by relating the amount of wood and sediment to the time since the channel was scoured.

Figures 2 and 3 display these two relationships. The amount of material found in 1996-

scoured channels represents the accumulation over the fIrst 11 years of recovery. The

average wood from the three such sampled channels was 0.46m3/m. The average

sediment volume was O.22m3/m. The average amount of wood found in 1964-scoured

channels, representing the accumulation during the fIrst 43 years of recovery, was

Figure 2.

1.7m3/m. Sediment volume from these channels averaged O.92m3/m.

/ l(lbe1p~.
,/ "..,.---

Figure 3.
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Sediment obstructions were divided into 8 categories, and the total volume of

sediment stored by each type are displayed in Figure 4. The same data is shown as

percentages in Figure 5. Large wood alone accounted for 45% of all sediment storage.

tY~f~(~1
In conjunction with small wood and boulders, large wood played an~ role for

87% of the total sediment volume. Boulders alone blocked 9% of the sediment, while

small wood alone~il lum ank, and a shallow channel slope (no obstruction) each
+r",pt tJ

~ less than 2 0 of sediment.
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Small wood and boulders commonly rested on flat reaches of bedrock along the

~'e" t
channel. The of the bedrock streambed varied considerably between 10m sections of

G(1#1M'
most channels. ~ changes from one section to the next varied by an average of 6~ j)

p"S{r.pnt~'"'~ 1"'% 1:~~. Dramatic slope chaI].ges were also apparent within sections, usually
.

~",,(1~ ('V, 1'1I-

in the form of a 2-5m bedrochliff .. ..it~.ftdlfollowed by a flat scour pool. Small wood,

boUlder~~~ aud uo obstructious were more couuuou sedimeut storage mechauisms

in flatt1~c.ti~ s than on steeper stretches. The two examples of remnant debris flow

!
7

':)
ltt.t.....

er--r
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deposit~ in the otherwise scoured channel reaches rested on flat bedrock sections. Large

wood that entered the channel since the last debris flow, by contrast, exhibited no

!>:ftit
~.t -k~

~Plr:rf

significant preference for sballow or steep channel.
\'

~~:ftit
~.t -k~

~Plr:rf
While channel alon plays negligible direct role in sediment storage, it w~' j'a,rJE

J
uJ(?i'f~"C.1

\fefb .,
~~\"e

related to total sediment volume in the 1964 and 1996 channels. Channel reaches with
,,~dU~~tJ

higher average s~ exhibited lower sediment volumes (See Figure 6).

Figure 6.
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The above graph also shows the influence of time since debris flow on sediment

volume, as the trend line of 1964 channels lies consistently above the 1996 trend line. The

o~,t\-{'d
250 year-old channels were 19ft Aff tHis ~r~ because they do not show any relationship

~(he..t ho~vtv d{)

between channel ~e and sediment volume, ~l} emphasize the observation that

sedimentincreaseswith time.S ~ ((l£..(~j .
~ HCt'\11\J c..,.A){ I

yr;..~,e~'\
In the ytJt'lngGld\aHlleb, the interacting influence of chann~l ~ and large wood

('('C\.cltQJ ,'1 ,.-tr'w t4?htr /R. 7)
on sediment accumulation can be observed by profiling the dUU'lftelSby 10m secti6nS". fLb .

yt.\"'t'>tt
Figure 7 shows measurements of sediment volume, wood volume, and channel ~ in

lCOT
each section of channel WS 2-3, '.W;H_Il\':cr.r;scoured in 1996. Section I is downstream, and
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section 10 is at the top of the study reach. By following the green and blue lines from right
~fMj

to left, one observes that an i ease in~ corresponds to or is closely followed by a

a "J Viet ver111... .
decrease in sediment volum}

.

Q(t\JrV'V~1t~
s.erlimpRt. Spikes in wood volume have some effect on sediment \!8lulRe as well. The

1964 channels also displayed a link between slope and sediment volume. One example is

profiled in Figure 8 with channel WS 1-2. In the~e channels, increases in wood correspond
~~d,e"t

strongly to increases in sediment. Shallow ~ and corresponding small wood, boulders,

and hills lope accounted for only 10-15% of sediment storage in 1964 or older channels,
~A.pp<d

while the same features IdGIIheft45% of sediment in 1996 channels.
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Discussion

The results of this study provide preliminary estimates of sediment and wood

accul11lllationrates in low-order channels of unmanaged reg ion.p--ttt A..t;r(1;OIesr.

The reliability of fitting a trend line to the data points is limited because only three time

intervals were sampled, and the longest one is not known. Nevertheless, the average

(/'f~(?) (IC(~ e~n
accumulation volumes in the first 11 and first 43 years indicate initial accumulation

/<..

patterns in tp.e study area, and these values can be compared to accumulation rates

~""\t'€~ .-tv
s.:a1ndat~J iit other geographic regions.

May and Gresswell's (2003) study of wood and sediment accumulation rates in

headwater streams of the Oregon Cwst Range provides one basis of comparison. The

(fi (, ~ 'r"- -;!)
two figures below compare the trends in wood accumulation between these two studies.

.. 1'- ~
Figure 9 is tiiieta~~ as Figure 2 above, and Figure 10 is from May and Gresswell (2003).

Debris flow channels iftihrHI ,til'!3 F6rcst exhibited higher initial rates of

?4 accumulation than did the channels in the Coast Range. In. tM III /u.aftr::jj fBrBBt,

~rder channels in the study area accum~ an average 0.46m3/m of wood in the first

11 years and 1.7m3/min the first 43 years. jfY contrast, the equation that May and

Gresswell derived to describe wood accumulation based on their measurements (see

Figure 10) indicate accumulation volumes ofO.16m3/m in the first 11 years and 0.25m3/m

in the first 43 years. These differences in wood volumes between the two study areas

,~A-
could be due to older forests and thus larger trees inputting wood to tAe AlldICWS

~()~ \" ~
streams compared to Coast Range iibaRFlel&.

"-
#
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Figures 9 and 10 also suggest different shapes to the wood accumulation trends

~A .tY('~err-
betweenM-IIJ l~W:'>l'uleS[ and the Coast Range. Measurements from tw-ttJ

.ARaB.. ~ ) I
' w indicate a faster accumulation rate during the first 50 years than during

the next 200 years. ;t1contrast. IRe-Coast Range data indicatel a higher accunmlation
~t\wr

rate later in the recovery proces~ than earlier. One explanation for this difference is the
(\. ,W-rA. cJ.'\i\ t€jl«r TOr

limited data for older channels in the ~s study, both sample fl~b~ and date
"" at

~ertainty. Another complication is that wood volumes in the 250 year-

@
OldchanneIS,ift-the

r'\=-
W:Audrew:s fe~are underestimatJ.. This is known because severa (8-12 large

-- IARvl
pieces of old wood were observed in these channel, but"not measurable because of their

degree of burial. Therefore, detailed comparisons of long-term accumulation rates (>50

years) between this study and tbe Coast Rangrquire#:veStigation.

Nevertheless, over all time intervals, ~ channels exhibit greater wood

volurnej Q ~r vIr,h~ ft,\ \ow'D
.l.\,,," {luJ

CJJr-Ajo..dft j , \/

""'1'14-
~~ediment volumes between the~ an~oast Range sites are

o 0

1 h d I b .
h

.
h

.
h

~VMevmore Slml ar t an woo vo urnes, ut rates were agam 19 er m t e -.
t;'l/1S ~re5t.
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Figures 11 and 12 compare sediment trends from the two studies. Figure 11 is rilt: 3flffi8

~Figure 3 above, and Figure 12 is from May and Gresswell (2003).

~V\d
Average sediment volumes from the 1996-GkaRR@lf-;:,mgaY8fJlge uQ!1,uR6akoffi the

1964 channels suggest that low-order channels in the study area accumulate an average of h
~II~II~ evrtMi ~(

0.22m3/m of sediment in the first 11 years and 0.92m3/m in the first 43 years~ May and
(z.cl'D» A-

Gresswell's derived equation for sediment accumulation rate (see Figure 12) indicates

accumulation volumes of 0.05m3/m in the first 11 years and 0.38m3/m in the first 43

S'I~ .Itiv .~ k WiA>I)
years. The volumes for the first 11 years differ by a factor of 1-Hke.wggtl y~cS\

suggesting faster sediment accumulation in NJeWJ .~. J channels; however both

values are small enough to be within the range of sampling iA"@R6i.~t..:,.~..:,yerror!- The

",,_.'"'.~"".'V'"'' .
__ , ,' ,~""..,.,.'= '-__

sediment volumes for the first 43 years
.

r -y a factor of2:5, less than t~e di~ce in

"..a,"PI 1\ .>' ",\Y\e~Clt( J~~ )
wood volumes-(a factor of 71
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Figure 11. Sediment accumulation Figure--iZ:.Sediment accumulation
(HJ Andrews) (Coast Range)
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dC;scade Rangessuchaser~C::::::-:::~:t-=~:;;::~ ::~~~;> .~
!y.;~

, ~ J~

channel slope would influence accumulation differently_ hese discreeancies make ~ wrh~-- Chtd V'«~\J\\/'t

comparisons between sediment accumulation rates suspect T'~ fUrther re~earch_

f().iXfb) ,\.(",..e ('C\f,d ndt u 1'1(t"et(~
It is also important to note that May and Gresswell found a st~IH~L1!@IM'mnok~

(f1 CNM.::) I ~ f,t.J() Iif)
between sediment volume and wood volume than was observed in this study;- 1'98 tiifferel'lee

, '

caft second

--.

Figure 13. Sediment and Wo~
3 lu\(HJ Andrews) C\ltlJ lWy

Figure 14. Sediment and Wood
(Coast Range) M ~ ~ lfk~J W~"\-L( :J...u"J.3)
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The~lationship in the Coast Range could indicate that wood plays a

A
greater role in sediment storage there- ut this hypothesis is weakened by the observation

t~f\'
that both studies report wood

.
87% of all sediment. Another explanation is that

the wood-based sediment storage in the Coast Range is much nearer its threshold
let- tWJ-

capacity thal\.;'" ~bo IIJ Alld~~w~ fu~~l. Only when sediment volumes become very high

6+in\-. \~

does the extra wood in ~ wf ~s channels become a crucial factor. This /,flVor
.. ~(.ll ,r

hypothesis is supported by the observation that sediment volumes increas nonlinearly
VJ

c\~N~

n ,jU/0
Y. j

o
itRd~tQ
f) '2.

Y'

with wood volume in the HJ Andrews Forest compared to the linear relation
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Coast Range, and by the observation that wood becomes an increasingly important

sedimentobstructionin older, fuller channels.
l{ ~d. ttJJr-

While explaining the differences between the Coast Rang~ HI Audld.:5 fQr~&1

warrants further exarnin.ation, the sediment volume data from thisUJ · .dItI./S study has

I w-f It ('.Q.tlOo'\f~

valuable-3pI3h ~iuu~ L) th.:mf~lvp~. The preliminary results help predict the amount of
tt('(v'~.\Q.~~ as ve(~~~ TI'~ pro~.t~\~

materia~ MtCI tl ecrt~i8 ti-m€ since its last flushing. If the frequency of debris
i\

flows in the area is also known, then one can predict both how often the channel flushes

-'e~I(~(~\J_~teci ;;
and how much material will be~.

---~ ~ ~---~--~---S;A\~~ t-~~;;JP~YI V~~-~._---_._-----

Both the frequency and ~.ill .<)11N sf ~~+p.ial disekargetl. by! debris floVl1have

many known and unknown implications on the landscape and ecosystems of the channel

i'd. "i~~and deposition areas downstream from the channel. For example, different

~ e \IN ....

_ ~will the downstrea .
depending on whether the channel,"It. A-+ )VOlllWlej tV ~d{d

transports small, regular ~ of sediment ':o'J'i;m;large infrequent ~
r

The >-- 1tw~~1

t;ererif vegetation as well as direct irnP

.

acts~f differe~_~~diment flux patterns_~n
t4.~tJtc...tI~

.
mals will favor some species over ot~ Details of these ecosystem impacts are ----

. )

beyond the scope of this pap~ut depend on the factors explained here.

Changing either the debris flow frequency or the amount of material discharged

Met,.,
will impact the ecosystem adapted to the channel's natural patterns. Forest management f-tftca Lt:}

~en found to increase debris flow frequency by undercutting hillslopes and

destabilizing the soil when building roads or removing old trees (Swanson and Dyrness

,~~~1975). This study offers preliminarY/1>uggesting that forest management¥plays an

additional role by also affecting how channels accumulate material. Because wood is a

.
d

. t:!!~ h
. .

1 d h 1 dl¥il
.pnmary se Iment mec amsm 10 OW-Of er c anne s, an . 81m5e sedIment
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£. 6wtB ~ ~)tp
volume is positively correlated to wood volume, management practices Sot!tcilit);. har-

t-- afCb r-d-tn tt~
1ImtiRg1:hatreduce wood il!Put to channels are likely to reduce sediment ~11m.llatiQll

d
.

h
~~ f d '

. ~p~tat@&tffi Increase t e ~ 0 se lment ~

While this study does not include a large enough sample of plantation sites to

compare the rates of wood accumulation Bilt~,~"Tlnatural ~ and managed forests, it

is reasonable to expect that cutting and planting trees on a typical management cycle

~ dlec.h~~h"" ~J WII-t <2""'('
I\) ,d (

would reduce wood input unless . .

!"tW"
met:@0i888(Swanson and Fredriksen 19,82). Initial findings from the two plantation!. in

Sk"tV ~. Oii!J".~fftM..s ~ II

this study mieit less wood
.

,' '. ,
. \ .J ..1'I (\. aet 0M V ([{ hl>\l\ ~fci (ON'pat{"~d \D M VJll (!t'(lrnt~.

suppertiog tHat
tl~~;~5hOi'lcl

The 88@\f8HU:'ti~100 connections between forest management and debris flows

are shown in theiIiv1\~ diagram~Figure 15. This figure portrays the primary

"
sources of material to a refilling channel, the sinks of material within a channel, and the

processes that block or remove thVJllilterial. Developing quantitative measures for each
1V£\Il)~r v-!-JwIUI

of these sources, sinks, and processes in a particular region such as the Cascade S
A ~

.~.. "aillt will improve predictions of debris flow cycling and tho *II!.l~' impacts on

",", otic CV~If'Lv'''ltld, ~~..( 'T1\lS'
bnmr. This study begins to assign numbers to the four boxes within the channel. ~

If f"\"~'l...f.. ~M~J\C 'b=b"'fivt

'-'~~lj

II -
data can be combined with past and future studies to &9H'lIll:k lhe Irl9JI.@.t.A.qwmf .

&tweon ro,rl b'li1diBg aad sedi"';'ftt >.'orngc, t\), """Hlple, follow!rthe diagram
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Figure 15. Land transfer processes affecting debris flow cycles.

~ ~--------------, ,,

,

,,
....

I

vv~ ~~;"~___
".. -'.', ---

Remnant
debris flow
deposits

------------------

Solid lines represent material flOW;dashed lines represent
indirect influences. Yellow boxes are material sinks; blue boxes
are characteristics and processes. The green box labeled
Debris flow impacts is the goal of understanding.

(~) .L.-u~N~Oaz-\l w~ at ~,t-
Data from Kai 8fl.yaer's ffiftgtG~'1>-Lh~u:"(2000) 6n debris flow activity iN tae-HJ

~v..s ~est can be used to quantify one influence pathway from forest management

to material in 2nd order channels. According to snyder'~~~lysis of all debris flows)d"Ct t

jhf" T-J].'\R~ since 1946, basins disturbed by roads experience debris flows

with 11 to 50 times the frequency of natural forest areas. he factor of 11 is associated"'------

~h 1996 debris flows, and the factor of 50 refers to 1964 flow activity. The following

analysis uses the recent ll-fold figure.
_~,_..

,m'.'_'. "

A sediment accumulation rate for low-order channels is derived from his stud as

0.009m3/m per year. This is a simple calculation of the average sediment volume

years (0.38m3/m) divided by 43 years.
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tfpt
Assu

@
'thatdebriSflowsoccurinlow-order IH AudlCW5 channels at the

! natural rate f X 1rs between flows, tbe cbannels will bave O.OO9Xm3tm of material in
'\

,~ .~ )

~ ~" them at each flow event. If roads have influenced the area, debris flows may happen /

ifi"-~-"\;""ft"-
.

" every XIII years. Then the channels will store 0.OO08Xm3/mof material between flows
S~~

r~' ..; or 1/11 the natural volume. The result is more frequent and less massive releases of
1

"1~ ~-~~
4, "1. 1

sediment downstream. However, roads may also induce increased sediment input to the

..v
.

channel, which would likely increase sediment accumulation based on the evidence that

sediment storage in HJ Andrews channels is under capacity.

Furthermore, Snyder's research reveals that debris flow impacts in 2ndorder

channels are disproportionately higher than in 1st order channels. This is attributed to the

dendritic nature of stream networks, with multiple 1st order streams feeding the same 2nd

order stream. Approximately ~ !-be
percentage area of 2"' or@reams experience

debris flows compared to the 138f{]Sntagearia of 1st order channels (Snyder 2000). If flow

frequency in 1st order channels translates to twice the frequency in 2nd order channels

because the upstream events trigger flows downstream, then roads built across 1st order

basins will have a two-fold impact on 2ndorder streams. The frequency becomes Xl22

years between flows, and the amount of material becomes 0.0004m3/m. Again, sediment

accumulation might be somewhat faster due to more input from the unstable slopes

upstream.

The volume of sediment trapped between debris flows also depends on the storage

a~ A N,rl.~of
capacity of the channel, ~dl Ji{ ~"'R~-OJlwood. Therefore, if a 2ndorder channel is

surrounded by a plantation downstream of a road, the reduced wood input is likely to

decrease sediment accumulation. The result is even more regular discharge and smaller

18



debris flows. The frequency of debris flows will not necessarily increase as much as

predicted because flow inducement may require a certain degree of material volume in

the channel, and the stated factors greatly reduce stored volumes (Swanson and

Fredriksen 1982). Understanding this final influence requires further research on

accumulation rates in plantation channels and on threshold forces that trigger debris flows

relative to material volume in the channels.

Summary ~
· The effects of debris flows on the landscape and biotic systems depend on their

frequency and scale. Their scale ~~~~ tf materialcarriedldependsontheir
C\C(v'iri""tYf\W) r:::-)

frequencyand*H fill rate between flows. ~trequency may also dependon
A-

fill rate.

. This study measured fill volumes of wood and sediment in channels with varying

time intervals since their last debris flow to determine accumulation rates.

Within the. ilIa. GYsrest, channels with higher wood volumes correspond to.

channels with higher sediment volumes, both of whi also correspond to older

~
channels. a VI

cc
.

te / ta 0 ho' ,Jrtditional sites neep to be

1t> ~fJOrf\ttv~;fIZ1~
surveyed to verify the preliminary results of this study and..te tit Ii ~tfttisf ve.,.

oJ~ J3,~
(i..,~ (J<!II't'IJ/" wood and sedime~:.QJation rates.

. Wood plays a role in~7% of sediment in Jow-order channels.
Q;-\- ~Channels is tL III PQr~gt accumulate wood more quickly than channels

in the Oregon Coast Range, as studied by May and Gresswell (2003). This is
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fh\4-
likely due to the older forests and larger trees that surround tk IIJ Anaf~'s

'-ht~.. I" ~
~s compared to~Coast Range diRHnd~..

. Sediment accumulation rates are slightly higher in the HJ Andrews Forest than in

the Coast Range, but they are more similar than wood accumulation rates between

the regions. Sediment accumulation rates may differ between the areas partly due

to more wood in the HJ Andrews channels. Explaining this comparison requires

Vet Yf C\\1~ S
further research on sediment input processes, channel slope and other .GiA@r8IH"u~.

-_;tJ~the study areas.

. Forest management affects the frequency of debris flows and is likely to affect the

accumulation rates between debris flows, contributing to a two-fold impact on the

debris flow environment. If a practice reduces wood input to a cbannel, then less
.AuA#_~ ~~-

p\ &to'\.vtlf1",,,,,IA.':\P I.

wood and sediment will accumulate than w8t1la natulaUy: Sediment transport

will be more regular and debris flows less vOluminous.jncreased fr~~~~~;~f
..~~~""_._ , h~""

.-~.-".--
... ~ ~

,_._~.~ ~._--

debris flows due to the same or other disturbance would add to that shift.

includ ore plantation sites to ~ the
'A

quantitative comparison between 1 iu R .. ~fftlt!l" iH natural and managed

~...(J
,

/"'IS"-t~1) ,ge V\'tOfl~~{ -J \- t( I 1\ . Y
__' ~, (J ~

;;.. .~ 71ft::r (l~~\.flI'/trl-O

~€V""'~ 1'1?cosystemInfonnatics . J tJ (YL..f,U( If (
~C l J (o>J

'I

.icv92d \¥\
While this project was ~fea5fRiH.tlHtly..ecosystem field research and data analysis,

environments.

it contributed to a larger objective that abounds with ecosystem informatics components.

That goal is to understand and model debris flow systems. Through this specific study, a

conceptual model was developed from other models in literature and by observing

20



material t~s in the field. Values from this study and others were assigned

to some ofthe model's components, and preliminary conclusions about debris flow
J..wd.€r-\Vfd ,

behavior as influenced by forest m~nageV1ent were ~l:avd::- ,
. ~ fr rtt\CJ CCMA('~-

~,~ \t f:'V\~ Wr-. N/..f ltlt eJ t)Iv/[~ Il-F ~ tlJ J::'IV, W\A ,

This project has
.

.
.

'. The data

base needs more field measurementsof both forestedand plantationsites so thattf11/iY'( ~j:"

statistical analy~an be~~~rnerrrnining if a general equation for accunmlatio~ ~~
ates in the HJ Andrews Forest can be derived is the next step, followed by comparing - +>,

~-wnJt"
----...

well's (2003YFilling in the conceptual model or

reworking it would require analytical compilation of existing data and new results from

~£tt\d.eJ f1ad ~\jo(f-.
~L~J:r' u ~<~l-'llmion. Comparing accumulation rates with debris flow frequency under

different environmental conditions is one avenue to explore. This could be pursued in

II'\CV'eN1en+lt I
conjunction with biotic responses to large infrequent debris flows versus ~ft~~~t,-,.lL

sediment transport. Field researchers, statistical modelers, and ecologists could all

therefore contribute to this project's future.

Ecosystem informatics means applying ecosystem research to larger
-"'P

LT:JN
(

t"'f'TJ .

8-ndersttmdingythrOUgh mathematical and/or computer modeling tools. Qualitatively and

quantitatively linking data from multiple sources to explain processes yields the best

predictive capabilities availab . redictions of environmental and economic

.Lfhv{)
outcomes ofmanagement alternati es is crucial for making policy decisions and ensuring

'V1~Ple~entation. Improving t~e scientific basis for models and refining them to

\"- r--....
match historical records increas s credibilit and planning abilities. Finally, grasping the

limitations of models and the complexity of natural processes is as important as making

science- based predictions.
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